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Abstract
We derive new convergence results for the Schoenberg operator and more general quasi-interpolation
operators. In particular, we prove that natural conditions on the generator function imply convergence of
these operators in the Fourier algebra A(Rd) =FL1(Rd) and in S0(Rd), a function space developed by
the ﬁrst author and often used in time-frequency analysis. As a simple yet very useful consequence for
applications in Gabor analysis we obtain that piecewise linear interpolation converges in A(R) as well as
in S0(R). Generally, the results presented in this paper are motivated by discretization problems arising in
time-frequency analysis and have important consequences in this ﬁeld.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Schoenberg operator is an important tool for the approximation of continuous functions
from uniform samples. Given a continuous function f on Rd , the Schoenberg approximant Qhf ,
h > 0, is a superposition of dilated and shifted versions of a given generator function  on Rd ,
using as coefﬁcients the samples of f on the lattice hZd ,
Qhf (x) :=
∑
k∈Zd
f (hk)(x/h − k), x ∈ Rd . (1)
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Basic examples, ford = 1, are the piecewise linear interpolation and the spline quasi-interpolation;
in these examples  is a B-spline.
The Schoenberg approximation is based on samples of the given function. In a more general
type of quasi-interpolation the sampling is replaced by the application of a linear functional,
as described next. Let M denote the Banach space of bounded measures, i.e., bounded linear
functionals on C0, the space of continuous functions vanishing at inﬁnity. The application of
 ∈ M to f ∈ C0 is written as usual
∫
Rd f (t) d(t). The Fourier transform ̂ is deﬁned by
Fourier-Stieltjes integration and it is a bounded, uniformly continuous function [32]. By f [j ] we
denote the dilation of a function f on Rd normalized by
f [j ](x) := j−df (x/j), x ∈ Rd , j > 0.
This notion extends to measures or distributions as usual,
∫
Rd f (t) d
[j ](t) := ∫Rd f (j t) d(t).
Given  ∈ M, a suitable generator function , and h, j > 0, the quasi-interpolation operator is
deﬁned by
Qh,jf (x) :=
∑
k∈Zd
(∫
Rd
f (t + hk) d[j ](t)
)
(x/h − k), x ∈ Rd . (2)
Note that usually j = h, while we allow j to be different from h. If  is the delta distribution or
point measure  ∈ M, then Qh,j is independent of j and reduces to the Schoenberg operator Qh.
There is by now a quite substantial literature concerning quasi-interpolation in L2- and
Lp-Sobolev spaces, we point to the presentations in the research and survey papers [4,23,24,26].
Our list of references contains a selection of articles in this ﬁeld most relevant to our ap-
proach, with attention to globally supported generators in particular [1,3–12,14,15,22–30,33–37,
40–42]; see also Remark 5.2. Sobolev spaces are the relevant framework for most applications of
approximations in shift-invariant spaces. On the other hand, there are standard spaces in harmonic
analysis and time-frequency analysis that are not yet included in the theory of quasi-interpolation:
the Fourier algebra A and the function space S0, described below. It is the purpose of the present
paper to develop new results that describe convergence Qh,jf → f , as h, j → 0, in A and in
S0. This work is motivated by far-reaching applications in Gabor analysis: our results are one
of the crucial technical steps in [31] to derive for the ﬁrst time the approximation of dual Gabor
windows based on the computation of dual Gabor windows on ﬁnite groups.
The main results are formulated in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive the approximation results
in the Fourier algebraA and Section 4 is devoted to the results for S0. Section 5 contains additional
remarks concerning generators in S0 and convergence in Lp.
2. Main results
Throughout this paper we assume 1p2. As usual Lp denotes the Lebesgue space on Rd
with the norm
‖f ‖Lp :=
(∫
Rd
|f (t)|p dt
)1/p
.
We use the following normalization of the Fourier transform F , for integrable f ,
f̂ (t) :=
∫
Rd
f (x)e−2i〈t,x〉 dx, t ∈ Rd . (3)
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The Fourier algebra A is the Banach space consisting of the (inverse) Fourier transforms of
the integrable functions. By the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma it is continuously embedded in C0.
Phrased differently, A consists of all f ∈ C0 whose Fourier transform in the sense of tempered
distributions is given by an integrable function,
A :=
{
f ∈ C0: f̂ ∈ L1
}
, ‖f ‖A := ‖f̂ ‖L1 . (4)
Note that for general f ∈ Awe cannot compute f̂ by the integral formula above. On the other hand
it is not necessary to invoke the distributional version of the Fourier transform, since for f ∈ A
the usual Fejér summability method converges to f̂ in L1 [32, Section VI.1]. The convolution
theorem for L1 implies that A is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication.
By the Hausdorff–Young theorem the Fourier transform extends to a continuous mapping from
Lp, 1p2, into Lp′ , where 2p′∞ denotes the conjugate exponent, 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. We
deﬁne for 1p2,
FLp :=
{
f ∈ Lp′ : f̂ ∈ Lp
}
, ‖f ‖FLp := ‖f̂ ‖Lp , (5)
and this class of spaces includes A = FL1 and by Plancherel’s theorem L2 = FL2. The Fourier
transform f̂ ∈ Lp, for f ∈ FLp, can be computed by using Fejér means [32, Section VI.3] as
mentioned above for p = 1. Many results in harmonic analysis involve the Fourier algebra A and
the more general class of spaces FLp in an explicit or implicit way [32,39].
The function spaceS0 is aFourier-invariantBanach space that is dense inL2 andwhosemembers
are continuous and integrable functions. It is an important space in time-frequency analysis,
introduced in [13] and nowadays called Feichtinger’s algebra [20,39]. It can be characterized
by the integrability of the short-time Fourier transform of its elements; the short-time Fourier
transform is a standard representation of f on the time-frequency plane or phase space [20]. For
our results it is convenient to view S0 as a subspace of A, deﬁned by
S0 :=
{
f ∈ A: ‖f ‖S0 < ∞
}
, ‖f ‖S0 :=
∫
Rd
‖f · Txg‖A dx, (6)
where Txg(t) := g(t − x) and g is a suitable window function, such as the standard Gaussian
window g(t) := e−‖t‖2 . An equivalent norm is the discrete version
‖f ‖′S0 :=
∑
k∈Zd
‖f · Tkg‖A, (7)
here g can be any function in S0 such that
∑
k∈Zd g(x − k) = 1. By using Lemma 5.1 it can
be shown that the condition on g can be weakened to
∑
k∈Zd g(x − k) 
= 0, for all x ∈ [0, 1]d .
The discrete norm in fact resembles the ﬁrst author’s original construction of S0 as the Wiener
amalgam space W(A, 1), locally A and globally 1, see [13,14,19]. The space S0 is a Ba-
nach algebra both under convolution and pointwise multiplication. For various useful character-
izations of S0 and its signiﬁcance in time-frequency analysis, see [16–21,39] and the original
source [13].
Our ﬁrst main result describes convergence of the quasi-interpolation scheme in the Fourier
algebra A = FL1. The theorem is formulated for convergence in the more general class of
FLp-norms with 1p2.
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Theorem 2.1. Let 1p2, suppose  ∈ S0 satisﬁes ̂(k) = k,0, for k ∈ Zd , and let  ∈ M
such that ̂(0) = 1. Then for f ∈ FLp ∩ A,
‖f − Qh,jf ‖FLp → 0 as h, j → 0.
Observe that the cases p = 1 and 2 imply in particular (cf. Remark 5.2):
• If f ∈ C0 satisﬁes f̂ ∈ L1, then Qh,jf → f uniformly.
• If f ∈ L2 satisﬁes f̂ ∈ L1, then Qh,jf → f uniformly and in L2.
Theorem 2.1 is derived in Section 3 as a generalization of the corresponding result for the
Schoenberg operator (Corollary 3.4).
The constructions for the Fourier algebra A are essential for developing our results for S0. The
main result is the following.
Theorem 2.2. Let  ∈ S0 satisfy ̂(k) = k,0, for k ∈ Zd . Let  ∈ M such that ̂(0) = 1. Then
for all f ∈ S0,
‖f − Qh,jf ‖S0 → 0 as h, j → 0.
Theorem 2.2 is proved in Section 4 as a generalization of the corresponding result for the
Schoenberg approximation (Theorem 4.6). Note that the classic Schoenberg operator can be used
since S0 consists of continuous functions. As a simple but useful consequence we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.3. Given f ∈ S0(R) and h > 0, let fh denote the piecewise linear interpolant to
the sequence {(hk, f (hk))}k∈Z. Then ‖f − fh‖S0 → 0, as h → 0.
Corollary 2.3 follows directly from Theorem 4.6 (Section 4), cf. Section 5.
3. Approximation in the Fourier algebra
Our ﬁrst topic is convergence in FLp, 1p2, with attention to the Fourier algebra A =
FL1. Since in our results for FLp we use generators  from S0, we list now the following basic
properties of S0 that are relevant for our work. For references see [13,19,20].
• The Fourier transform is an isometry on S0.
• Translationf (t) → f (t−x) andmodulationf (t) → e2it f (t), forx, ∈ Rd , are isometries
on S0.
• The restriction mapping f → (f (k))
k∈Zd is a bounded operator from S0 onto 
1(Zd). In fact,
there exists C > 0 such that for all f ∈ S0,∑
k∈Zd
max
x∈[0,1]d
|f (x − k)|C‖f ‖S0 . (8)
We note that for f ∈ S0, the series F(x) := ∑k∈Zd f (x − k), x ∈ Rd , converges absolutely in
x and uniformly on compact sets to a bounded and continuous periodic function. It is also useful
to point out the fact that the Poisson summation formula
∑
k∈Zd f (k) =
∑
k∈Zd f̂ (k) holds for
f ∈ S0 with absolute convergence of the two series.
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3.1. Schoenberg approximation in A
First we note that the Schoenberg approximant Qhf is indeed well-deﬁned for f ∈ A and
belongs to A. The Fourier transformed version of the Schoenberg operator Qh is well known and
often used in the theory of shift-invariant systems, under various conditions on . In the next
lemma we also point out that the transition to the Fourier transform works for  ∈ S0 and f ∈ A
without additional constraints.
Lemma 3.1. Let  ∈ S0, and h > 0. Then for f ∈ A the following hold:
(i) The Schoenberg approximant Qhf belongs to A; the series (1) converges unconditionally
uniformly.
(ii) The Fourier transform of Qhf is given by the formula
Q̂hf (t) =
∑
k∈Zd
̂(ht)f̂ (t − k/h) a.e. t ∈ R;
the series converges absolutely a.e., in fact absolutely in L1.
Proof. Since all spaces involved are dilation invariant we assume h = 1.
(i) Let I1I2 · · · be subsets of Zd . The convergence properties of the series∑k∈Zd f (k)Tk
follow since∑
k∈Zd\In
|f (k)(x − k)| sup
k∈Zd\In
|f (k)|
︸ ︷︷ ︸
→0
∑
k∈Zd\In
|(x − k)|
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C‖‖S0
, x ∈ Rd ,
as n → ∞, and Qhf belongs to A since Q̂hf ∈ L1 by (ii).
(ii) The formula for the Fourier transform is well known and easily veriﬁed by using the Poisson
summation formula and standard properties of the Fourier transform, cf. [2]. To verify absolute
convergence in L1 note that using (8) and the Fourier invariance of S0 we have∑
k∈Zd
∫
Rd
∣∣̂(t)f̂ (t − k)∣∣ dt = ∑
k∈Zd
∫
Rd
∣∣̂(t + k)f̂ (t)∣∣ dt
 sup
t∈Rd
∑
k∈Zd
|̂(t + k)|
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C‖‖S0
∫
Rd
|f̂ (t)| dt
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=‖f ‖A
. 
Let s0. The Landau big-O symbol f (h) = O(hs), as h → 0, means there exist C > 0 and
 > 0 such that f (h)C hs for |h|. The little-o symbol f (h) = o(hs), as h → 0, means
h−sf (h) → 0, as h → 0.
A characterization of O(hs)-convergence of the Schoenberg operator for smooth functions
in L2 is given in [25]. Several results for O(hs)-convergence in C0 are found in the literature.
Sometimes these are implicitly concerned with the Fourier algebra, e.g., [40], using the fact that
A is continuously embedded into C0.We also note that many important results for the Schoenberg
operator are found implicitly in the theory of shift-invariant systems, such as [5,6], mostly in order
to verify lower bounds for the approximation order or density order.
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While our conditions for O(hs)-convergence in FLp are straight-forward from the arguments
for L2 = FL2 in [25], we are particularly interested in o(hs)-convergence. More precisely, later
we elaborate on the case s = 0, i.e., convergence without a prescribed rate. Our speciﬁc goal is
to obtain practicable sufﬁcient conditions on the generator function  that ensure convergence in
the Fourier algebra A, such as formulated in Corollary 3.4.
In our next result we use smooth versions of the FLp spaces, By Lps denote the weighted
Lp-spaces with norm
‖f ‖Lps :=
(∫
Rd
∣∣f (t)(1 + |t |)s∣∣p dt)1/p , s0, 1p2.
Deﬁne the reﬁned scale of FLps spaces with parameter s0,
FLps :=
{
f ∈ Lp′ : f̂ ∈ Lps
}
, ‖f ‖FLps := ‖f̂ ‖Lps .
Note that Lps ⊆ Lp and hence FLps ⊆ FLp. While s can be seen as a smoothness parameter in
a similar way as used in fractional Sobolev spaces, we note that FLps is not a fractional Sobolev
space (except for p = 2), since the Lp-norm is taken in the Fourier domain. Thus, the smoothness
properties are of a different nature than those usually discussed in the literature.
Given 1p2, for ̂ ∈ Lp deﬁne
p(t) :=
⎛
⎝|1 − ̂(t)|p + ∑
k∈Zd\{0}
|̂(t + k)|p
⎞
⎠1/p , t ∈ Rd .
The deﬁnition of p is a suitable modiﬁcation for general 1p2 of the case p = 2 treated in
[25, Theorem 3]. We use the symbol p in order to indicate the close relation to the function 
used in the fundamental and important results of [5], cf. the discussion in [25, Section 1].
We exclusively use generators  from S0. For this class of generators the functionp is always
bounded and continuous. In fact, for  ∈ S0 the series deﬁning p converges uniformly on
compact sets and
‖p‖L∞1 + C‖‖S0 , (9)
as follows from the next estimate, based on (8),⎛
⎝∑
k∈Zd
max
t∈[0,1]d
|̂(t + k)|p
⎞
⎠1/p  ∑
k∈Zd
max
t∈[0,1]d
|̂(t + k)| C‖̂‖S0 = C‖‖S0 .
Our ﬁrst key result is the following.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose 1p2 and s0. Let  ∈ S0 such that p satisﬁes
p(t) =
{
O(|t |s)
o(|t |s)
}
as |t | → 0. (10)
Then for f ∈ FLps ∩ A,
‖f − Qhf ‖FLp =
{
O(hs)
o(hs)
}
as h → 0. (11)
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Proof. Since  ∈ S0 and f ∈ A, we calculate by Lemma 3.1(ii), using |(a + b)/2|p(|a|p +
|b|p)/2 for p1,
‖f̂ − Q̂hf ‖pLp
=
∫
Rd
∣∣∣∣∣∣f̂ (t) − ̂(ht)
∑
k∈Zd
f̂ (t − k/h)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p
dt
2p−1
⎛
⎝∫
Rd
|1 − ̂(ht)|p · ∣∣f̂ (t)∣∣p dt +∑
k 
=0
∫
Rd
|̂(ht)|p · ∣∣f̂ (t − k/h)∣∣p dt
⎞
⎠
= 2p−1
⎛
⎝∫
Rd
|1 − ̂(ht)|p · ∣∣f̂ (t)∣∣p dt +∑
k 
=0
∫
Rd
|̂(ht + k)|p · ∣∣f̂ (t)∣∣p dt
⎞
⎠
= 2p−1
∫
Rd
⎛
⎝|1 − ̂(ht)|p +∑
k 
=0
|̂(ht + k)|p
⎞
⎠ · ∣∣f̂ (t)∣∣p dt
= 2p−1
∫
Rd
(
p(ht)
)p ∣∣f̂ (t)∣∣p dt,
that is, with c := 21−1/p,
‖f̂ − Q̂hf ‖Lpc‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖Lp . (12)
Now assume that p(t) = O(|t |s). Since in addition p is bounded, we have for some C > 0,
0p(t)C|t |s , t ∈ Rd . (13)
Therefore, by (12) and (13),
‖f̂ − Q̂hf ‖Lp  c‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖Lp
 chs
∥∥(h·)−sp(h·)∥∥L∞ ∥∥(·)s f̂ (·)∥∥Lp
 chs
∥∥(·)−sp(·)∥∥L∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
∥∥(·)s f̂ (·)∥∥
Lp︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖f̂ ‖
L
p
s
= O(hs).
Next, assume that p(t) = o(|t |s). In this case we split
‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖Lp  ‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖
Lp
([
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
+‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖
Lp
(
Rd\
[
−1/√h,1/√h
]d). (14)
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We compute
‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖
Lp
([
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
hs
∥∥(h·)−sp(h·)∥∥
L∞
([
−1/√h,1/√h
]d) ∥∥(·)s f̂ (·)∥∥
Lp
([
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
hs
∥∥(·)−sp(·)∥∥
L∞
([
−√h,√h
]d)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
→0
∥∥(·)s f̂ (·)∥∥
Lp
([
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖f̂ ‖
L
p
s
= o(hs) (15)
and, using (13),
‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖
Lp
(
Rd\
[
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
hs
∥∥(h·)−sp(h·)∥∥
L∞
(
Rd\
[
−1/√h,1/√h
]d) ∥∥(·)s f̂ (·)∥∥
Lp
(
Rd\
[
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
hs
∥∥(·)−sp(·)∥∥
L∞
(
Rd\
[
−√h,√h
]d)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
∥∥(·)s f̂ (·)∥∥
Lp
(
Rd\
[
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
→0
= o(hs). (16)
Hence, combining (12) and (14) with (15) and (16) we obtain
‖f̂ − Q̂hf ‖Lp  c‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖
Lp
([
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)+c‖p(h·)f̂ (·)‖
Lp
(
Rd\
[
−1/√h,1/√h
]d)
= o(hs) + o(hs) = o(hs). 
Remark 3.3. (i) The additional assumption f ∈ A in (11) cannot be removed. In fact, a function
inFLps is not continuous in general.On the other hand, if the smoothness parameter s is sufﬁciently
large, s > (1 − 1/p)d, then Lps ⊂ L1 and thus FLps ⊂ A.
(ii) The condition on  in Theorem 3.2 is of a different form than usual versions of the
Strang–Fix conditions, which are formulated in terms of derivatives of ̂. Indeed in order to
satisfy (10) the Fourier transform ̂ need not be differentiable. For bandlimited  the condition
(10) takes an especially simple form. That is, if supp ̂ is compact, then (10) reduces to
̂(t) = 1 +
{
O(|t |s)
o(|t |s)
}
and ̂(t + k) =
{
O(|t |s)
o(|t |s)
}
, for k 
= 0 as |t | → 0.
We obtain the following specialized version of Theorem 3.2 for the case of convergence without
a prescribed rate, i.e., the case of o(hs) convergence with s = 0.
Corollary 3.4. Let 1p2 and suppose  ∈ S0 satisﬁes ̂(k) = k,0, for k ∈ Zd . Then for
f ∈ FLp ∩ A,
‖f − Qhf ‖FLp → 0 as h → 0.
Proof. Since  ∈ S0 implies that p is bounded and continuous, the assumption ̂(k) = k,0
impliesp(0) = 0, so by continuityp(t) = o(1), as |t | → 0.Thus the o(hs)-part ofTheorem3.2
with s = 0 implies Qhf → f in FLp. 
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.1
The proofs of our results for Qh,j make use of the interesting fact that the deﬁnition of Qh,j
in (2) can be read also in the following way, replacing (x) → (−x) if necessary,
Qh,jf (x) = Qh(f ∗ [j ])(x), x ∈ Rd . (17)
Here Qh is the Schoenberg operator and the asterisk denotes the usual convolution of a function
with a measure,
(f ∗ [j ])(x) =
∫
Rd
f (x − t) d[j ](t), x ∈ Rd .
The next lemma describes the action of approximate units with respect to convolution, on
elements from FLp.
Lemma 3.5. Let 1p2, suppose  ∈ M satisﬁes ̂(0) = 1, and let f ∈ FLp. Then ‖f ∗
[j ] − f ‖FLp → 0, as j → 0.
Proof. First, we have ̂[j ](t) = ̂(j t) → ̂(0) = 1, as j → 0, uniformly on compact sets.
Secondly, ̂[j ](·) = ̂(j ·) is uniformly bounded by ‖‖M =
∫
Rd |d(t)|. We conclude that
f̂ ∈ Lp implies
f̂ ∗ [j ] = f̂ · ̂[j ] → f̂ in Lp as j → 0. 
Next we observe the following boundedness property.
Lemma 3.6. There exists C > 0 such that for  ∈ S0 and f ∈ FLp ∩ A, with 1p2,
‖Qhf ‖FLpC‖‖S0‖f ‖FLp for all h > 0.
Proof. Using (9) and (12) we calculate
‖f̂ − Q̂hf ‖Lpc‖p‖L∞‖f̂ ‖Lpc(1 + C′‖‖S0)‖f̂ ‖Lp .
The fact that Qhf = Qh f is bilinear in  and f thus implies
‖Q̂hf ‖LpC‖‖S0‖f̂ ‖Lp . 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, we note that (17) and the fact that f ∗[j ] ∈ FLp, cf. Lemma 3.5,
imply that the convergence properties of the series deﬁning Qhf (Lemma 3.1) also hold for
the series deﬁning Qh,jf . In particular the quasi-interpolants belong to FLp. Combining (17),
Corollary 3.4, Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we thus obtain
‖f − Qh,jf ‖FLp =
∥∥∥f − Qh(f ∗ [j ])∥∥∥FLp
 ‖f − Qhf ‖FLp +
∥∥∥Qh(f − f ∗ [j ])∥∥∥FLp
 ‖f − Qhf ‖FLp + C‖f − f ∗ [j ]‖FLp → 0 as h, j → 0. 
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4. Approximation in S0
4.1. Schoenberg approximation in S0
In this section, we describe convergence of the Schoenberg operator in S0. These results are
based on a new approach: We view the Schoenberg approximation as a limiting case of a family
of sampling theorems. First, we record that the approximants Qhf are indeed well-deﬁned and
belong to S0, for f ∈ S0. Note the stronger convergence properties compared with Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4.1. Let  ∈ S0, and h > 0. Then for f ∈ S0 the following hold:
(i) The quasi-interpolant Qh,jf belongs to S0; the series (2) converges absolutely in S0.
(ii) The Fourier transform of Qhf is given by the formula
Q̂hf (t) =
∑
k∈Zd
̂(ht)f̂ (t − k/h), t ∈ R;
and the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely in S0.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we assume h = 1.
(i) Absolute convergence of the series∑
k∈Zd f (k)Tk follows since
∑
k∈Zd
‖f (k)Tk‖S0
∑
k∈Zd
|f (k)|
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C‖f ‖S0
‖Tk‖S0︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖‖S0
.
(ii) Absolute convergence of the series∑
k∈Zd (̂ · Tkf̂ ) is in fact a key property of S0, cf. (7),
∑
k∈Zd
‖̂ · Tkf̂ ‖S0C‖̂‖S0‖f̂ ‖S0 = C‖‖S0‖f ‖S0 . 
The next lemma is concerned with special classes of generators. The proof makes use of spec-
tral synthesis in the Banach algebra S0.
Lemma 4.2. Deﬁne
 :=
{
 ∈ S0: ̂(k) = k,0, k ∈ Zd
}
and
◦ :=
{
 ∈ S0: ̂|k+[−,]d = k,0, k ∈ Zd , for some  > 0
}
.
Then ◦ is dense in  in the S0-norm. In fact,  is the closure of ◦ in S0.
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Proof. First, let
I :=
{
f ∈ S0: f (k) = 0, k ∈ Zd
}
and
I ◦ :=
{
f ∈ S0: f |k+[−,]d = 0, k ∈ Zd , for some  > 0
}
. (18)
We show that I ◦ is dense in I in the S0-norm; in fact, I is the closure of I ◦ in S0. This obser-
vation follows directly from the fact that Zd is a set of spectral synthesis for the Fourier algebra
[39, Theorem 2.4.16 or Corollary 6.1.8] in combination with the ideal theorem for Segal algebras
[39, Theorem 6.2.9]. In fact, let I ◦◦ denote the set of those f ∈ I ◦ with compact support and let I1
be the closure of I ◦◦ in S0. The ideal theorem implies that the closed ideals I and I1 in S0 coincide
if and only if their closures in A are equal. This is valid, because Zd is a closed subgroup of Rd
and hence a set of spectral synthesis, and therefore there is only one closed ideal with cospectrum
cosp(I ) = Zd .
Next, let f ∈ A such that supp f ⊆ [− 12 , 12 ]d and f (x) = 1 for x ∈ [− 14 , 14 ]d , for example, a
tensor product trapezoidal function. Since f is compactly supported in A it belongs to S0 and it
allows us to write  = F(f + I ) and ◦ = F(f + I ◦), for I and I ◦ given in (18). Since I is
the closure of I ◦ in S0 and the Fourier transform is an isometry on S0, we conclude that  is the
closure of ◦ in S0. 
Remark 4.3. We note that functions in  exist in abundance, see Section 5.
Given a generator  ∈ ◦, the approximation Qhf → f is, in fact, replaced by a sampling
theorem for bandlimited functions, that is, Qhf = f , for sufﬁciently small h > 0.
Lemma 4.4. Let  ∈ ◦ and let f ∈ L1 such that supp f̂ is compact. Then there exists h0 > 0
such that Qhf = f , for all hh0.
Proof. We have ̂|k+[−a,a]d = k,0, for some a > 0, and supp f̂ ⊆ [−r, r], for some r > 0.
Using Lemma 4.1(ii) we thus obtain for hh0 := a/r ,
Q̂hf (t) = ̂(ht)
∑
k∈Zd
f̂ (t − k/h)
= ̂(ht)f̂ (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=f̂ (t)
+
∑
k∈Zd\{0}
̂(ht)f̂ (t − k/h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= f̂ (t), t ∈ Rd . 
The next result is crucial for our approach. It shows the uniform boundedness of the Schoenberg
operator on S0, for generators  ∈ S0. The proof is based on an atomic decomposition argument,
cf. the original construction of S0 in [13].
Lemma 4.5. There exists C > 0 such that for , f ∈ S0,
‖Qhf ‖S0C‖‖S0‖f ‖S0 for h1.
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Proof. Let g ∈ S0 such that supp g ⊆ [−1, 1]d and ∑k∈Zd Tkg = 1. For example, a suitable
tensor product trapezoidal function belongs to S0. For k ∈ Zd , deﬁne fk := f · Tkg and k :=
 · Tkg. Then
f =
∑
k∈Zd
fk and  =
∑
k∈Zd
k
with supp fk ⊆ k + [−1, 1]d and suppk ⊆ k + [−1, 1]d . Since the discrete norm (7) with g as
above is an equivalent norm, there exists C1 > 0 such that∑
k∈Zd
‖fk‖AC1‖f ‖S0 ,
∑
k∈Zd
‖k‖AC1‖‖S0 . (19)
Since l and fk have compact support, so does Q
l
h fk , for k, l ∈ Zd , indeed
suppQlh fk ⊆ supp fk + hsuppl . (20)
Assuming h1 we thus have suppQlh fk ⊆ k + l + [−2, 2]d . For the subset of functions in S0
whose supports do not exceed a ﬁxed diameter, the S0-norm is equivalent to the A-norm. Hence,
there exists C2 > 0 such that
‖Qlh fk‖S0C2‖Qlh fk‖A. (21)
Since Qhf = Qh f is bilinear in  and f , the lemma now follows by combining (19), (21), and
the uniform boundedness of Qh on A (Lemma 3.6 with p = 1),
‖Qlh fk‖S0 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
k,l∈Zd
Q
l
h fk
∥∥∥∥∥∥
S0

∑
k,l∈Zd
‖Qlh fk‖S0
 C2
∑
k,l∈Zd
‖Qlh fk‖A
 C2C′
∑
k,l∈Zd
‖fk‖A‖l‖A
 C2C′C21‖f ‖S0‖‖S0 . 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose  ∈ S0 satisﬁes ̂(k) = k,0, for k ∈ Zd . Then for f ∈ S0,
‖f − Qhf ‖S0 → 0 as h → 0.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 we have that Qh, viewed as a bilinear operator
Qh: S0 × S0 → S0, (, f ) → Qh f := Qhf,
is uniformly bounded, for h1. Now ◦ is dense in  by Lemma 4.2 and the set of all f ∈ L1
with compactly supported Fourier transform is dense in S0 [13,19]. Therefore, we ﬁnd 1 ∈ ◦
and f1 ∈ L1, supp f̂ compact, such that for all h1,
‖f − Qh f ‖S0‖f1 − Q1h f1‖S0 + .
Applying now Lemma 4.4 to 1 and f1 we ﬁnd some h0 > 0 such that the non-trivial term in the
above estimate vanishes for hh0 and thus the claim is veriﬁed. 
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4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2
The following lemma describes the action of approximate units with respect to convolution,
on elements from S0, cf. Lemma 3.5. For  ∈ L1, the result is given in [19, Lemma 3.2.18(i)],
see also [32, Example VI.1.14] and [38, §8, Proposition 1]. For the extension to general  ∈ M
proved next we note that it is known that ‖f ∗ ‖S0‖f ‖S0‖‖M [38, §4, Proposition 2; 19,
Theorem 3.2.3(iii)].
Lemma 4.7. Let  ∈ M such that ̂(0) = 1 and let f ∈ S0. Then ‖f ∗ [j ] − f ‖S0 → 0, as
j → 0.
Proof. Let  > 0. Since  is a bounded measure, we can decompose  = 0 + 1 such that
supp 0 ⊆ I , for some compact subset I ⊂ Zd , and ‖1‖. Since
∫
Rd d
[j ](x) = 1,
‖f ∗ [j ] − f ‖S0
=
∥∥∥∥
∫
Rd
(f (x − ·) − f (·)) d[j ](x)
∥∥∥∥
S0

∥∥∥∥
∫
jI
(f (x − ·) − f (·)) d[j ](x)
∥∥∥∥
S0
+
∥∥∥∥
∫
Rd\jI
(f (x − ·) − f (·)) d[j ]1 (x)
∥∥∥∥
S0
 sup
x∈jI
‖f (x − ·) − f (·)‖S0︸ ︷︷ ︸
→0
∫
jI
d
∣∣∣[j ]∣∣∣ (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸∫
I d||(x)
‖‖M
+ sup
x∈Rd\jI
‖f (x − ·) − f (·)‖S0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2‖f ‖S0
∫
Rd\jI
d
∣∣∣[j ]1 ∣∣∣ (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸∫
Rd \I d|1|(x)
 
. 
Remark 4.8. The proof of Lemma 4.7 shows that the same arguments apply to general Segal
algebras, indeed to arbitrary homogeneous Banach spaces in the sense of [32].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We note that (17) and the fact that ‖f ∗ [j ]‖S0‖f ‖S0‖‖M imply
that the convergence properties of the series deﬁning Qhf (Lemma 4.1) also hold for the series
deﬁning Qh,jf , for ﬁxed h, j > 0. In particular the quasi-interpolants belong to S0. Using (17)
we obtain by combining Lemma 4.5, Theorem 4.6, and Lemma 4.7,
‖f − Qh,jf ‖S0 = ‖f − Qh(f ∗ [j ])‖S0
 ‖f − Qhf ‖S0 + ‖Qh(f − f ∗ [j ])‖S0
 ‖f − Qhf ‖S0 + C‖f − f ∗ [j ]‖S0 → 0 as h, j → 0. 
5. Further remarks
In our results we exclusively use generators  from S0. For many practical applications in
harmonic analysis this is a mild restriction on , satisﬁed, for example, by any typical classic
summation kernel [18]. On the other hand it helps to avoid technicalities that otherwise arise
frequently in approximation theory. For example, the following two forms of basic Strang–Fix
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conditions
̂(k) = k,0, k ∈ Zd , and
∑
k∈Zd
(x − k) = 1, x ∈ Rd , (22)
are truly equivalent for  ∈ S0. The standard examples of  that satisfy (22) are tensor products
of the symmetric B-splines deﬁned by B̂n(t) = (sin t/t)n+1, t ∈ R. For n1, these functions
belong to S0. Thus, our results include the case of spline approximation and piecewise linear
approximation on R in particular, cf. Corollary 2.3.
There is a well-known useful procedure to construct functions that satisfy (22).We ﬁnally point
out that this technique works in S0 without any additional hypothesis [14, Theorem 3.6(c)]. In
order to demonstrate the simpliﬁcation of the standard arguments in the S0 setting we include the
proof.
Lemma 5.1. Given  ∈ S0, let (x) := ∑k∈Zd (x − k); the series converges absolutely in x
and uniformly on compact sets. Suppose (x) 
= 0, for all x ∈ [0, 1]d , and let
(x) := (x)/(x), x ∈ Rd .
Then the function , which satisﬁes the conditions in (22), indeed belongs to S0.
Proof. For  ∈ S0, the periodization (x), viewed as a function on the fundamental domain
Td = Rd/Zd[0, 1)d , belongs to the Fourier algebra, i.e., ∈ A(Td). In fact, its Fourier series
is ̂(k) = ̂(k), k ∈ Zd , and belongs to 1. By assumption we have (t) 
= 0, for all t ∈ Td ,
so Wiener’s lemma [32,39] states that the reciprocal function (t)−1, t ∈ Td , also belongs to
A(Td). That is, we have the Fourier series expansion
(t)−1 =
∑
k∈Zd
ake
2ikt , t ∈ Td , (23)
with a = (ak)k∈Zd ∈ 1(Zd) and ‖−1‖A(Td ) = ‖a‖1 . Thus, (x)−1 viewed as a periodic
function of x ∈ Rd , admits the expansion
(x)−1 =
∑
k∈Zd
ake
2ikx, x ∈ Rd . (24)
Since the series in (23) converges in A(Td), hence uniformly on Td , we obtain that the series in
(24) converges uniformly on Rd . Using (24) and the modulation invariance of S0 we conclude
that
‖‖S0 = ‖−1 · ‖S0 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
k∈Zd
ake
2ikx(x)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
S0

∑
k∈Zd
|ak|‖e2ikx(x)‖S0
=
∑
k∈Zd
|ak|‖‖S0 = ‖a‖1‖‖S0 = ‖−1‖A(Td )‖‖S0 < ∞. 
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Remark 5.2. The Hausdorff–Young theorem states that ‖f ‖
Lp
′ ‖f ‖FLp , for 1p2, where
2p′∞ denotes the conjugate exponent, 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. As a consequence our results for
convergence in the FLp-norm also imply convergence in the Lp′ -norm, such as illustrated after
Theorem 2.1. We also note that convergence in S0 implies convergence in the Lp-norm, for any
1p∞. On the other hand, for convergence in all ofLp it is required to exclude the Schoenberg
operator since it involves pointwise evaluations. A suitable setting for approximation in Lp are
quasi-interpolation operators with  from Lp′ , see [8,14,27,29,36] for some results of this kind.
In contrast, the goal of our paper was to describe approximation techniques in the function spaces
A and in S0, which play a central role in harmonic analysis and time-frequency analysis. Both A
and S0 are spaces of continuous functions and therefore the Schoenberg operator can be used.
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